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The white colour of the berg is due to mnumerable
111' bubbles in the ice, and mat t0 snow on the surface.
A11 iceberg is very deceptive in this way. "While 11
locks quite soft, the ice ‘15; se- hard as ta make it (11111--
Cuit t0 (shop with an axe. The ice water Which I
prepared 101' drinking 011 board sflhtp with iceberg ice
efiervesce‘d 1111.9. soaanweter, mereiv due to the 111mm»
£1011 of the air fmm the melting" ice. it is possible
that the sudden disappearance of barge with a loud
report 15 due to their explosion from accumulated air
111 the interior. One berg which I studied was cast"
ing 1311 semi}. pieces, apparehtiy by the pressure of
the pent-up 2111'.

Effect of Land.

117111113 icebergs send the temperature of the sea up,
the 002155141116 sends it down. i believe this to be due
(3 the acticm (31 the land in turning up the 111111.11-
underuwater. My observations show this effect not
only here, but 011 the English and Irish coasts.
From the point of view 01 the safety of 0111' St.

Lawrence route, the effect 01' Sand. 13 most important.
1he iceberg causes us very little werry because we
have only a very short ice track, but, to find means
whereby the presenee of land can be determined 15; 01
the greatest 1111porta11ee. A 11111 account of my experi—
ments 13 being puhiisfled by the Canadian Departme111
of Marine. H, E BARNES.
MCGHR University, Nevember 16.

”fine Besadiug «sf Long Efiectrie Waves Raund the Giehe.

I HAVE just noticed (very belatedly) that 111 your
reprint of Dr. Fleming‘s adnfirable opening of the
British Association discussion 01” the problems Of wire_
less teiegraphy, there occurs a passage that raises an
13bj1'3ctien to a mrtain mathematical result of mine.
Dr. Fleming’s opinion in all matter5 sadio-telegmphic
is 01‘ such great weight that his object"1011, whether
sound 01' 1101, is sure; to prejudice the fair censidexa—
111m 01 a hypothes1s I 11a'v13 based on the mathematical
result1111 question, and since the objectaen has obtained
the Wide publicity of y'om columns Wh{1: my own
21ccount. 01 the matter has not, 1 11-113‘: you will anew
me space to eemment upon it. Comment seems
especiaiiy necessary 011 account of Dr. Fleming’s

 

eioquent advocacy of certain rival hypothe—
Put briefly, the theerem 13 to the eti'ect that the

velecity of long electric waves through air containing
charged ions 15 greater than the velocity throug‘1 1mm
icmieed air, and 111315 Reads to a hypmhes15 forexplain-

g, am111g (1111a things, 1:111: pmpagrafion 01' eiectric

  

waves over the convexity (sf the giebe. 111 fmming
the electromagnetic aqua .0115 1 took the average
dielectric catastant of the ionised air to be the same
as that of the 1111101115136 air. 1ofiowing 111 this respect
1.1112 exampie of previous VVVfiers 011 similar problems.
It is to this customary assumption that Dr. Flemn
11111’5 objection appdies.

11'; rebutting 1111's abjection there are several piain
courses F01 example, ' mght recall that. the formula
1 deduced for the increase of veiocity may also be
@1319timed from the acceptedt11e01':,:ef “anommous”

  

g1ble Bet111 thenpre 1311: instance 1t31:ems pm-
feerIe to take another course 21111110 ask, plainly,
W}1y should the presence of electrified 1110113011355 111
the number required. by my hypothesis; 1111eat the d1~
eiectrie coefficient used 111 the 111 fierentiai equations?
1‘: must be noticed that the concentration ef the ions
demanded 101' bending a my to fit the curve of the
earth is of the order 105 10115: per cc, assuming the
1011s t0 be molecular in W16; arm thus the mopertion
91 1011s to moiecuies 15 ('11 the order 10‘” 11
appears to me most 1111111:er that such a small pmpor—
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 111111 111‘ 10113 1:311 affect the r1211 dieleetrh‘. coefficient 01
the medium, especially in view of the fatit thet there
does not seem te- be: any direct 01' indirect evidence.
basexi on experimental er theoretical knewledge of
gases that can be held to support such a view.

I may add that I am quite well aware of many
real difficulties comfa'ontmg the hy'pothesis I am not
new writing in reference. to any of those, but wish
mereiv to 1301111 out that the 01 ection urged by Dr.
FlemingES, 01"(11' as I can see, a remo:tely conjectural
one. W H Hermes.

University Coilege. Gower Street, W.C.,
December 2.

 

“the fipewiar Eefiectiam 111‘ Xways.
IT has been shown by Herr Laue and his mileagues

that the diffraction patterns which they obtain with
X—rays and crystals are naturally explained by assum~
111;; the existence of veryshe1'1 electromagnetic waves
in the radiations from ah X~ray 111111) the wave length
of w . is ef the erde1 10“” cm. The spnts of the
pattern xepr sent interference maxima of waves difn
fracted by the reguiax’3; arranged atoms of the crystal
NOVV,11 this is so, 111131113 Vvaves ought to be reguiariy
reflected by a suriace which has a sufficiently goad
polish, the irreguiarities being small compared with
the length 10"” c111. Such surfaces are provided by
the deavage planes of a crystal, Which represent an
arrangement :31 the atoms of the crystal in parallel
9111111251, and the amount by which the tzentres of atoms
are displaced from their proper planes is presumably
small comparefi ' ‘i‘th atomic dimensions.

In accordance with this1 the spate: 1n Lane’s crys-
taflographs can be shown 1'0 be due to partial reflection
of the incident beam 111 sets of parafile! pianes 111 the
crystal on Which the atom centres may be arranged,
the simpEert of which are the actual ciea‘vage planes
of the crystal. This is mereiy another way 131‘ leak-
int: at the diih'aejunbThis being 513 it was 811;;-
geisted to me by M1121 R. Wilson that crystaus
with very disti 1st cieavage pianes, such as mica.
might possiblv show strong specular reflection 0f the
rays. On trying the experiment it was feund that:
this was so. A narrow pencil of X-rays, obtained by
means of a se 5 of st<gps, was ailawed to fall at an
angle of incident... 1131 80° 011 21 5111) of mma about one
minimetre thick mmmted on thin 21.111111111111111. A
phetograpl'fic plate set behim‘i the mica slip showed,
when developed, a ‘welE—marked reflected. shot, as well
as one formed by the 111e1dent rays traversing the mice
and aluminium.

Variation of the angle of incidence and (31' the
distance 01' pate from m 1 left 11:) doubt that 11161111175;
of reflection were obeye Oniy a few 111111u1eS' expen
sure to a small Xuray bulb sufficed to shew the effect,
whereas Friedrich 311111 Knippihg found 1t necessary
t1) give an exposure 01' manv hou11's to 1.111 platey 11111;;
21 Earge water‘neeoted bulb, in 01'er tQ obtain the trans“
mitted interferencepattem. By bending the mica 111m
an arc, Lhe reflected rays can he bmught th' 11m:
focus.

In 211' cases 1.111: photegmphic plate was shieided by
a double: envelope of biack pager, and111 one case with
3.111131111111111 one 11111111115511e thick This East cut 011 the
reflected rays considerably. Siips of mica 0ne~tenth of
a mifiimetre ch1011 give as strong a reflecticmas an
infinite thickness, yet the effect is almost certainlv
not a surface 011eExper1ments are being made ‘10
find the ctitia1 thwkness <11 mica at which the 1-11
fiettihg power hegms to dirxlitfish as 1111111191 plates
am: used. The refieeticm is 111111211 stronger as glancing
incidence is: appreacheé. ‘W. L. BRAGG.
The Cavemiish Laberatory, Cambridge,

December 8,
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